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Introduction
The 1 Billion dollar market for underwater
vehicles continue to grow. It is about time to
make the costs non-prohibitive for
research, and for underwater infrastructure
that benefit the growing human population.
Makai Engineering offered our team an opportunity to fill the market niche that they likewise serve.
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Designed Components
The housing
designed using
Solidworks
show the final
tapered section, the motor vessel,
the mounting
block, the
mounting
blade, and the
end cap.

Short Term Research

Water Infrastructure

Design Objective
To design a marine thruster system for
underwater use that meets our customer
Makai Engineering’s functional requirements,
and is more affordable than the market
- available competitor product
Functional Requirements
100 lbf of forward bollard thrust
60 lbf of reverse bollard thrust
Designed to operate for 12 hours of
continuous use
RPM controlled
115v powered
Rated for 1000 ft depth
Abs compliant
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Final Housing Design

Final Shroud Design

Likewise designed using
solidworks, the shroud
was printed using PLA. The
shroud will increase the
stability of the thruster
and minimize damage from
debris, as long as the
speed is below 10 knots.

Control Circuit
As the thruster needs
to be controlled by
RPM, with the use of
magnets, speed is
sensed by hall effect.
The diagram here
shows the speed
control design using
Arduino, the AMC
Driver, and the
sensor.
Testing
Thrust Test

Invented Coupler Design
Thrust Test Set-Up

Initially, the shaft was to be turned
using magnetic couplers. Since the
application is both cost and precision
-intensive, the design was reverted to
having the shaft directly attached to
the motor. In the initial process, however, a special coupler design was
invented that would have worked for
our functional requirement.

Sourced Components
Vetus 0088 Propeller

The choice for the propeller was confirmed using a program
called OpenProp v 3.3.4. It employs a standard vortex propeller
lattice model (wake model) to compute the axial and tangential
induced velocities. The VETUS SET0088 shown here had a
simulation result close to our best fit propeller indicated by the
OpenProp simulation.







3HP Brushless DC Motor




Methodology
Althroughout the
design process, we
compared our findings
to comparative
thruster systems, and
sought sources that
are reputable, and
whose products have
both quality and
Reasonable cozt.

The MThruStR T1-60, now deviating from the use of a
magnetic coupler and now an oil-compensated system, it
could work with either a brushed or a brushless DC motor. The requirement is that it should be able to be powered by the 115V DC source, and provide the power to
meet the propeller input of 3000 RPM and 6.5 N-m
torque. Cost, size and shape were parallel factors in the
motor selection, too.
Controller

The MThruStR T-160 needs to be controlled using RPM readings. The
100A40 Driver from Advanced Motion
Controls met our requirements. It
has a peak current of 100A, and continuous current of 50A.

Financials
Pending our final costs, our running manufacturing costs for the
actual piece is now at $4,250 for
a piece, 40% less than our competitor. Alternative materials
using our design will still cost
less. Our current design expense
to date is presented here.
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